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Introduction
Welcome to social anthropology. This world of social anthropology is
endlessly varied. Its practitioners may be found in Japanese fsh markets,
Argentine labs, Lebanese bars, Indonesian photography studios, East St.
Louis neighborhoods, Thai temples, and Brazilian favelas — to name just
a small sampling of the ethnographic locales studied by Harvard faculty
and students, past as well as present. Despite the conceptual and physical
distance amongst its sites of study, the coherence of social anthropology
stems from its distinctive intellectual frameworks, methods, and lively
internal debates conducted around shared passions and inquiries. Your
courses serve as point of entry into some of these disciplinary conversations, and the mission of this guide is to offers tips and guidelines that
will make it easier for you to join them.

The writing practices
and conventions of
anthropologists are not
always transparent.

While it is often and rightly stressed that ethnographic feld research lies
at the heart of the discipline of social anthropology, scholarly publication
is its life-blood: it is chiefy through writing that most anthropologists
disseminate the results of their time in the feld. Writing transforms data
and personal observations into texts that inform, provoke, and inspire
debate and conversations amongst anthropologists and members of allied
disciplines, and at times even reach public arenas beyond the university.
This guide starts from the position that the writing practices and conventions of anthropologists are not always transparent, and that engaging
with the questions, data, and conclusions found in anthropological texts
is not a self-evident task. Keeping in mind your position as a newcomer
navigating an unfamiliar disciplinary culture, we have tried to demystify
some of the challenges you may encounter. As you read the texts assigned
for your courses and engage them in your own essays, immersing yourself
vicariously in the feldwork of other scholars, we hope you will fnd your
own appetite for conducting — and writing up — ethnographic research
being whetted.
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I. Reading Anthropological Literature
If you are taking several anthropology courses at the same time, the reading load may appear daunting or even overwhelming. The truth is that
it does not need to be so, even though it is not uncommon for upperdivision undergraduate anthropology classes to assign over 200 pages to
read in any given week. In this section of the guide we will examine the
major forms of publication in social anthropology that you are likely to
encounter in your courses and suggest some strategies for reading them
more effectively.

essays
Essays on a single subject are one of the primary vehicles through which
scholars present their research and ideas to the academic community, adding to existing knowledge through innovation and debate. They are generally published in journals or in edited volumes that are focused on a single
topic. Most of the essays/journal articles you will read in your classes will
probably fall into a handful of categories discussed below.
Programmatic essays. These essays examine one or more theoretical issues
in anthropology and suggest new directions for future research. For instance,
Sherry Ortner’s (1974) essay “Is female to male as nature is to culture?”
argued that the universality of female subordination across all known human societies should be viewed as a refection of ideological preoccupations
found in all cultures, and not as an outcome of biological determination.
Programmatic essays offer an overview of key positions and arguments, frequently capturing ongoing shifts in how a major topic is being conceptualized and researched. The fact that the authors of programmatic essays tend
to draw upon a wide range of literature (in addition to their own research)
makes them particularly informative in this regard.
Since programmatic essays by their very nature address topical issues and
dilemmas, they tend to become superceded by later work. Sometimes,
however, the very “datedness” of an essay becomes part of its overall
signifcance. For instance, Ortner’s essay is still widely read and assigned,
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even though her concepts of “culture” and even “gender” have been thoroughly challenged and revised since the time of its writing. For all its
datedness, however, it still stands as a landmark essay (which is quite
different from a period piece.)
Research articles. Anthropology research articles pose and address a question or problem arising from the author’s original data (generally gathered through feldwork, but sometimes in the course of archival research).
Such research reports are self-contained works of scholarship whose conclusions are intended to be applicable or illuminating in the context of
other ethnographic settings.

Scholarly essays range
widely in their ambitions
for producing generalizable
knowledge: some are
primarily oriented towards
reporting specifc research
fndings, while others seek
to chalk out a program of
wide-ranging scope and
signifcance.

The distinction between programmatic and research articles is not carved
in stone. By drawing it, we hope to draw your attention the fact that
scholarly essays range widely in their ambitions for producing generalizable knowledge: some are primarily oriented towards reporting specifc
research fndings, while others seek to chalk out a program of wide-ranging scope and signifcance. You may fnd it illuminating to discern and
analyze the author’s ambitions in this regard. Is she primarily attempting
to account for a particular set of circumstances and/or events? Or is she
seeking to develop concepts or approaches that can be applied to comparable situations elsewhere?
The two objectives are not incompatible. An example of a research article
that is simultaneously programmatic in scope is J. Lorand Matory’s (1999)
article entitled “The English Professors of Brazil.” Here, Matory re-examines
the widely accepted notion that Brazilian Candomblé (an Afro-Latin American religion) is based upon preserved cultural memories brought to the New
World from Yoruba and other regions by enslaved Africans. Matory uses his
own research on the circulation of free black travelers across the Atlantic
Ocean to argue that much of what is often seen as “purely African” about
Candomblé was actually formulated through inter-regional exchanges between Nigeria and Brazil in the nineteenth century. The article thus speaks
to scholars of other regions who are studying the circulation and agency of
diasporic persons, or the ways in which local cultures can develop under
infuences that do not obey political and geographic boundaries.
Theoretical Chapters and articles. In some social sciences like economics or
government, “theory” refers to explanatory or predictive models into which
data of varying types may be fed. In contrast, anthropologists tend to think
of “theory” in ways more similar to their colleagues in the humanities: as an
interpretive lens to be borrowed from one context and adapted to another
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for the purpose of illuminating it. At the same time, boundaries between
anthropology and other felds of such as history, geography, gender studies,
and science studies, etc. have become increasingly porous since the 1970s.
As result, a great diversity of directions and topical subfelds have emerged
within the discipline, complementing established areas of study (like ecological anthropology and historical anthropology) with a whole host of “anthropologies of ______” (fll in science, humanitarianism, and globalization,
Christianity, or any other contemporary keyword.) Not surprisingly, this
eclecticism is likely to represented in the reading list of any given anthropology course. Since the sources of “theory” vary widely, instructors will be
your best guides on what to read for and how to think with the theoretical
readings assigned for their courses. (See also this guide’s section on “Working With Sources”).
book Reviews and Review articles. While book reviews are unlikely to
form part of your required course readings, you should consult them
whenever you need help understanding or contextualizing an ethnography or monograph. Book reviews in anthropology journals succinctly address the scope and contribution of a specifc work, allowing you to get a
“quick fx” on its contents and how it was received by other scholars upon
its publication. Single book reviews should not be confused with review
articles, which provide an in-depth overview of scholarship on a given
topic. The latter are particularly useful to consult in the early stages of
the essay-writing process, when you are trying to develop a feel for the
key ideas and debates surrounding a particular topic.

In anthropology, theory
tends to be used as an
interpretive lens that can be
borrowed from one context
and adapted to another.

ethnographies
We now turn to the signature publication of anthropological scholarship. As you are probably by now aware, “ethnography” refers not only
to a specifc way of doing research — immersing oneself in a naturallyoccurring social setting — but also to the book-length genre of scholarly
writing in which such research often culminates.
Ethnography is a rather unusual genre of academic writing because it combines analytical argumentation with detailed, evocative descriptions of the
people and communities that are the subjects of the research. If you are
new to anthropology, you may fnd the mixture of objective and subjective
stances displayed in ethnographies frustrating and diffcult to parse. For
instance, your prior notions of what qualitative research or social science
ought to look like may be shaken when you read an author’s discussion of
how his own gender, ethnicity, upbringing or sexuality shaped the direc-
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tion of his research and its conclusions. Isn’t social science supposed to
be impersonal and detached? Not necessarily. In fact, such concerns are
not at all out of place in the human sciences, whose key difference from
natural sciences lies in dealing with value-laden data (like behaviors and
symbols), which, by their very defnition require interpretation. To invoke
a term popularized by Clifford Geertz, every description is already ‘thick’
with interpretation. And an interpretation is not a view from nowhere but
one that is necessarily grounded in a specifc position.

Isn’t social science supposed
to be impersonal and
detached?
Not necessarily.
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As a reader, the thickness of ethnographic writing can seem like a liability
at frst. You may become so caught up in the personalities and events
evoked in the text that you are at a loss to discern which details are primarily evocative and which serve as building blocks for an argument. But
just as it takes a trained ear to apprehend the role of various musical parts
within the performance of a symphonic work, so too with practice you will
be able to discern the elements of description, narration, and argument
in a given ethnography as well as to assess the author’s success in ftting
them together. Here are some of the hallmarks of ethnographic genre to
keep in mind:

•

Ethnographies are assemblages of heterogeneous data types. Page
through almost any book-length ethnography, and you will realize that the author has worked hard to seamlessly interweave a
heterogeneous range of materials. You may fnd many or all of the
following: maps, tables, photographs, personal narrative, transcripts
of interviews, references to secondary literature, and excerpts from
archival documents, media reports, vernacular texts, and other
primary sources. Most of these materials may represent “qualitative”
data but “quantitative” facts and fgures may also be included. Some
of the information presented may be “objective” in the sense of
being independently verifable, while a large portion of the evidence
may appear to rest entirely upon the author’s idiosyncratic experiences and observations. A good reader will pay attention to the way
in which these various types of data reinforce (or contradict) other,
while assessing each form of evidence on its own terms.

•

Argumentation in ethnographies tends to be embedded and cumulative. Ethnographies are not like legal briefs or philosophical papers
that meticulously spell out their premises, warrants, and conclusions; neither are they like those kinds of novels or travelogues that
command your attention only for the time that you are reading
them. Because the argument of an ethnography is worked out

throughout its narrative arc, you will need to preview, read, and
distill the point of each chapter in order to discern whether the
book succeeds in executing the author’s intentions. These intentions
are often made explicit in the introduction, moving back and forth
between foreground and background during subsequent chapters before becoming highlighted once again in the conclusion. Your reading will be more effective — and effcient — if you tailor your focus
to different sections of the book: skimming some sections, closely
reading (and re-reading) others, and underlining or highlighting key
terms, phrases and claims that recur throughout.

•

Ethnographies reward readings that are both generous and critically engaged. An ethnography typically seeks to evoke a local
social world. To enter that world, you need to accept the author’s
bona fdes and the portrait he has painstakingly sketched, at least
until your instincts as a reader provide you with ample evidence
to doubt them. Paying attention to your own responses — Where
is your attention gripped? Where does it fag? Where do you fnd
yourself skeptical or wanting more information? — will provide
you with a sound basis for assessing both the strengths and weaknesses of the book.

you need to accept the
author’s bona fdes and the
portrait he has painstakingly
sketched, at least until your
instincts as a reader provide
you with ample evidence to
doubt them.
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II. Moves Anthropologists Make
When it comes to writing papers for social anthropology courses, the general principles of good expository writing — using and attributing sources
appropriately, motivating and developing an argument, and crafting an effective organizational structure — still apply. Too often, however, student
writers expend their writing energies on the conventional elements an essay is supposed to contain — introduction, thesis statement, body, and
conclusion — and lose sight of what they intend these elements to do. In
his helpful book entitled Rewriting, composition scholar Joseph Harris suggests paying attention to writing moves — textual strategies that authors
employ to engage with ideas and to move them in new directions — as a
way for students to improve their own reading and writing practices.

The moves needed for
writing a compelling student
essay are no different than
the ones characteristic of
published scholarly work.

Each academic discipline has its characteristic writing move, and anthropology is no exception. In this section of the guide, we list and
unpack fve of them with examples from the work of our colleagues, our
students, and ourselves. As you will see, some moves are particularly
suited for the opening paragraphs of an essay; others for the body or
conclusion. Nevertheless, these moves do not map neatly onto the linear
essay structure mentioned above, for the conceptual work they accomplish may be required at any point in the argument.
To be sure, variations on these moves can be readily found in writings by
non-anthropologists; equally, if one were to closely scrutinize a given
piece of anthropological prose, many more moves than these fve would
probably come to light. With these provisos, you should fnd this list
useful for identifying strategies that make for effective anthropological
writing. Keep in mind that the moves needed for writing a compelling
student essay are no different than the ones characteristic of published
scholarly work.

1. entering a Conversation
This is our term for the work of establishing a context and motivation for
your ideas. More than simply a statement of your topic, entering a con-
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versation entails letting the reader know which intellectual conversations
you propose to join and what contribution you hope to make.
Consider the following example from Curtis Chan’s fnal paper for the
sophomore tutorial:

Anthropologists often borrow and adapt key terms and
concepts from a variety of
disciplines and intellectual
frameworks.

More than just a dance, b-boying is “performance,” to use a rather
specifc sense of a word that commonly evokes images of a stage or
theater with choreographed lighting and sound. Richard Schechner,
however, calls upon a broader notion of performance. Largely recognized as the founder of the academic, cross-disciplinary area of performance studies, Schechner writes that there is “no historically or
culturally fxable limit to what is or is not ‘performance’” (2002:2).
According to another performance theorist, Deborah Klens-Bigman,
performance exists wherever an action is done for an audience,
even if the audience is not before the performer but within the
performer himself, By this notion, then, the way that b-boys walk,
talk, and watch their fellow dancers is a performance.
In this passage, Chan frst readies his conceptual tools by distinguishing
commonsense and specialist notions of “performance” and by assimilating the practice of b-boying to latter sense of the term. Now he is ready to
use his ethnographic data on b-boying as a point of entry into a conversation with key fgures in performance studies.

2. Borrowing and extending
Anthropologists often borrow and adapt key terms and concepts from a
variety of disciplines and intellectual frameworks. Here we offer three illustrations of this common move. The frst is taken from a published article
by Smita Lahiri, one of the authors of this guide:
To mobilize discourse in the sense developed by Michel Foucault
is to claim for one’s enunciations an authority that one does not
personally own. Rather, its ultimate source lies in a structure
of statements embedded in and institutionally validated by a
feld of power relations. This, I argue, describes the authority
of at least one popular-religious leader at Mt. Banahaw who is
frequently fgured as an embodiment of national culture within
Philippine academic scholarship and journalism.
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In this straightforward example of borrowing and extending, Lahiri frst
offers a brief explanation of Michel Foucault’s approach to discourse and
then offers a preview of how she will use it to illuminate her own topic. A
somewhat more complicated version of the same move is executed in the
following passage, which comes from Jeff Leopando’s fnal essay for the
sophomore tutorial:
Charles W. Eliot, the President of Harvard during the early years of
the Arnold Arboretum, wrote about it in one of his yearly reports:
[t]he natural woods and the systematic collections attract the attention of the greater part of these visitors
chiefy for their beauty, which varies with the succession
of the seasons; but there is a considerable number of
visitors on foot who visit the Arboretum for study combined with enjoyment” (Eliot 1895:30).
His comment underscores a duality that has defned the Arboretum
from its inception; it is a place that is at once “natural” and “systematic” — a site for both the “enjoyment” and the “study” of nature.
Here, Leopando quotes Eliot not so much to borrow his ideas as to glean
from his words an implicit theme that will play a prominent role in Leopando’s own analysis of the Arboretum, which is undertaken from an anthropological perspective.
In a still more complex instance of borrowing and extending, Michael Herzfeld draws upon the work of Paul Willis to explain a counterintuitive
fnding of his own: the fact that in training apprentices to become skilled
and highly valued artisans, instructors in Greek craft institutes inadvertently reinforce their own as well as their students’ sense of being working class and undervalued. In the following passage taken from The Body
Impolitic, Herzfeld describes similarities and differences between Willis’
approach and his own:
These are also questions that Willis has asked, but asking them
in the Greek context reorients the investigation to larger patterns of [global] domination... In asking questions to similar to
those Willis posed about the self-reproduction of working class
culture in Britain, I have instead chosen to explore these matters
among artisan-instructors who are reproducing their own sense
of inhabited class identity, and who are also reproducing a sense
of regional and national humiliation.
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Note that Herzfeld is not just borrowing Willis’ theory in order to apply it
in a different context; he is also extending its implications from the national level to the European transnational and and global levels.

3. establishing Authority

Moments of narrative

Anthropologists employ a diverse range of textual strategies to establish themselves as credible authorities on their respective subjects. These
strategies include displaying a command of the relevant scholarship, explaining one’s own positioning vis-à-vis the subjects of one’s research, or
piggybacking upon another scholar’s previously established authority. But
perhaps the most distinctively anthropological technique for establishing
authority consists of describing and elaborating upon unique observations made in the feld. We provide one example of this move from Yemen
Chronicle, by Steven Caton:

disclosure often work subtly
in a longer ethnographic
work to lend credibility to
analytical claims advanced
further down the line.

I assumed at the time that there was such a thing as an “authentic” tribal poetry, whose heart beat in a rural and seemingly
remote setting such as Khawlan al-Tiyal and not in a complex
urban setting such as Sana’a (where later I fact I would study
the works of many tribal poets, who had migrated from Yemen’s
drought-stricken countryside to enlist in the army or become taxi
drivers or private security guards). But after only six months,
I realized how simplistic that assumption was. The urban-rural
dichotomy and the cultural dichotomy of tribal-nontribal, not to
speak of the political one of state-nonstate were, if not exactly
wrong, then misleading. .For example, the “hottest” tribal poet
in Yemen in 1979, Muhamman al-Gharsi, whose cassette tapes
sold out before everyone else’s in the stereo stores, had his main
residence in Sana’a, where he was in the army.
At frst glance, acknowledging the shortcomings of one’s initial notions
might seem like an unlikely way to establish authority. Yet it is precisely
by showing how and why he was forced to set aside specifc preconceptions that Caton demonstrates the robust and authentic nature of his feld
research. Such moments of narrative disclosure often work subtly in a
longer ethnographic work to lend credibility to analytical claims advanced
further down the line. Incidentally, this passage also illustrates a common device in anthropological writing: the use of a “lightbulb moment”
to succinctly evoke an incremental process of discovery. Here, Caton uses
the example of the urban tribal poet of Sana’a to show the reader why he
was forced to rethink the relationship between rurality and tribal poetry,
thereby condensing a six-month-long process into a few short phrases.
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4. Countering
To counter is not only (or even necessarily) to criticize, although a wellinformed critique of another’s work may certainly form part of it. The true
purpose of countering, however, is to enhance your readers’ understanding
of a topic by identifying and addressing weaknesses in how it has been previously understood. Let’s return to Curtis Chan’s paper on b-boying to see
how he counters views expressed by some gender theorists:
Senelick puts forth Marianne Wex’s contention that gender is not
natural or biological but rather historical. He writes, “Centuries of
social pressure… have frozen men and women into these physical
classifers of gender” (1992:22). But even this statement seems
to indicate that notions of gender and by extension of manhood
and masculinity are “frozen,” static, and uniform across the
world, whereas in fact they are none of these things. In speaking
of “masculinity,” one must not assume that it is a singular thing,
but rather that there are multiple masculinities and even multiple
performative manifestations of these masculinities.

A characteristically
anthropological version of
countering takes the form of
denaturalizing commonplace
assumptions.

A characteristically anthropological version of countering takes the form
of denaturalizing commonplace assumptions. Kimberly Theidon employs
this common and effective strategy of anthropological writing in the following excerpt from a published article:
I argue that although survival may be less dramatic than armed
struggle, an analysis of the domestic economy of war reveals
the extent to which survival in itself becomes a daily struggle...
As the members of the mother’s club in Purus related, “We were
so sad because we could not feed our children well. Our children
cried for food, and it is the mother who must do something.”
What the interviews with these women underscore is the implicit
acknowledgment of women’s central role not only in production
but also in social reproduction — both threatened during the
war, putting mere survival in doubt.
By denaturalizing and countering commonsense notions of struggle, Theidon advances her argument that Peruvian peasants caught up in civil-military conficts understood “war” not just as armed combat but as a comprehensive struggle for survival. Incidentally, this countering move itself
rests upon another, implicit move of establishing authority: the reader will
accept Theidon’s conclusions only if she fnds Theidon’s original interview
data and interpretations credible.
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5. Stepping Back
This move entails just what its name suggests: stepping back from the
particularities of a case study or research topic in order to establish its
overall signifcance. This move is often (but by no means always) fagged
by phrases such as “In sum, I argue that…” or “in this paper, I have examined…” Here we take up another passage from Jeff Leopando’s paper
on the Arnold Arboretum, where stepping back is conjoined with another
move, namely countering:

Qualifcations are not
copouts but positive
statements that help defne
the overall scope and
signifcance of what the
writer has accomplished.

Arnold Arboretum offers an interesting case for analysis because,
in contrast to many other natural spaces that anthropologists have
studied, it is a site where the myths of “wilderness” and “ahistorical” nature are dispelled rather than reproduced. At the Arboretum,
nature is presented as domesticated rather than wild, and deeply
intertwined with human history rather than divorced from it.
Here, Leopando steps back from his subject to situate it in a body of literature on the anthropology of the environment (“natural spaces that anthropologists have studied”) that deals specifcally with how cultural artifacts
elaborate ideas of nature. He also reiterates the signifcance of his case study,
which challenges (i.e. counters) some of this literature’s central ideas.
Stepping back may also take the form of qualifying, in which an author
acknowledges the limits of his or her claims (e.g., “I do not mean to imply
that...” or “I am not suggesting…”). These qualifcations are not copouts
but positive statements that help defne the overall scope and signifcance
of what the writer has accomplished. Consider the fnal example in our
discussion, a passage taken from an article by Larry Hirschfeld:
Systems of racial thinking vary considerably across cultures and
historic time. My proposal neither denies this variability nor implies
that it is trivial. Nor am I suggesting that racial thinking is impervious to the cultural and political environments. Indeed, racial thinking is literally unthinkable in the absence of such environments.
Something, and typically it is a system of cultural belief, channels
an abstract set of expectations about human difference onto a specifc range of differences and a specifc way to viewing them.
Here Hirschfeld qualifes the scope of his argument by anticipating two
likely misinterpretations of his ideas and denying that these are in fact
implications of his argument. In this way, he clarifes the relationship of
his argument to widely held anthropological views on race.
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Tips for recognizing anthropological moves
in a book-length ethnography
1.

Read the introduction or frst chapter for an explicit discussion
of the social phenomena, events, ideas, questions, and analytical
frameworks that motivate the work entering a conversation.

2.

In Chapter One (or early on), look for an “arrival scene” that
sketches out the social world of the ethnography and establishes
the work’s validity and reliability by showing the author’s actual
presence and positioning within that world’s specifc milieus
entering a conversation, establishing authority.

3.

Is there a specifc discussion of how the author established rapport,
negotiated a crisis, or was granted insider status? How does this
episode (or episodes) illustrate the process of coming to feel and
think as a member of a specifc community? establishing authority.

4.

Look for key terminology. From where has the author taken her
central concepts and how has she developed them further? How does
she utilize these ideas to illuminate her ethnographic materials?
borrowing and extending.

5.

Examine the author’s discussion of existing ethnographic and other
literatures relating to the same area or topic. How does he relate his
approach, methods, and fndings to previous work? borrowing and
extending, countering, qualifying.

6.

Look for moments of refexivity, wherein the author explores his
or her own positioning relative to the research questions and feld
setting and consider how such moments affect the credibility of
the data and/or claims being advanced establishing authority,
qualifying, stepping back.

7.

Read closely some of the ethnographic scenes. How are informants’
voices represented, through direct quotes or paraphrases? What
contextual information about informants does the author provide?
establishing authority.
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III. Writing Assignments
The written assignments for a social anthropology course often include
several or all of the following: short weekly response papers of a page or
two, one or more lengthier essays whose topics may be assigned or left
to your choosing, and an individually-designed research paper due at the
end of the term. In this section of the guide, we will cover some key issues
to keep in mind as you approach these assignments. These include arriving at a motivation for writing, defning and delimiting the subject and
the argument of your essay, reading between the lines of assigned topics,
conducting research, and consulting with advisors.

No matter how informal your
writing style, you should
always avoid sentence
fragments, check your

Response Papers: An Informal Formality

grammar, and back up claims

Many professors require regular response papers from their students as a
way of insuring that students arrive in class having read and seriously engaged with the assigned reading. Response papers may even be circulated
amongst your peers, giving you the chance to receive informal feedback.
Because most teachers genuinely want students to speculate and take
risks with new ideas even when they may not be 100% certain of being on
solid ground, response papers are often graded relatively informally (e.g.
using the “check” system). But make no mistake: these assignments are
not throwaways. Writing response papers give you a chance to practice
and improve important skills of summary, analysis, and critique that will
be crucial to the success of your longer, higher-stakes essays. And no
matter how informal your writing style, you should always avoid sentence
fragments, check your grammar, and back up claims with quotations or
page references.

with quotations or page
references.

balance summary and analysis
One of the challenges posed by response papers is striking an effective
balance between summary and analysis. These two aspects should be
closely integrated (i.e. you should avoid having a section called “summary” and a section called “analysis”). It is important that you provide
a well-crafted summary that refers both to the overall arc of the reading
as well as to some of its most crucial details. However, your summary
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should not occupy more than one third to one half of a response paper.
The major part should be analytical.
The type of analysis you offer in a response paper will depend on how
many readings you are required to address. If you are dealing with a single
book-length work (usually an ethnography), you will need to provide,
frst of all, an overall assessment of its contributions and shortcomings.
Secondly, you should devote part of your response paper to some specifc
aspect of the book that you found interesting, troubling, or especially
revelatory. This could be a corollary argument the author proposes, an
ethnographic vignette, or a theme that relates this book to the history of
anthropology or to other themes discussed in the course.

Summary should not
occupy more than one third
to one half of a response
paper.

In many anthropology courses, however, you will often be assigned various articles or book excerpts to read in the same week, rather than a
single book. In this case, your response paper will need to address simultaneously the texts of different authors. Once again, your instructor might
set some guidelines for your course, but in general there are some options
when responding to multiple texts at once:
1.

Focus on one main text, and refer to the others to enrich your
analysis of the main text.

2.

Compare and contrast all texts. Thinking about why your instructor put these readings together in the syllabus, examine how each
speaks to a central theme and/or to each other.

3.

Choose a narrow question that is relevant to the course or to that week,
and use the readings to develop possible answers to it.

The Précis: a specifc type of response paper
Instead of a generic response paper, some courses might ask you to write
a “précis.” A précis is an interpretive summary, which requires you to
integrate closely the summary and the analysis parts of your response
paper. As you will discover, précis-writing is an invaluable preparatory
step for writing an argumentative essay, or for discussing a text orally in
class. More than just offering a set of notes on the contents of a text, a
précis connects those contents to the text’s argumentative structure and
presentational strategy. In the context of an ethnography, the task of a
précis is to concisely recap the author’s motives, main argument(s) and
key supporting points, as well as the overall arc and most important turns
of his/her narrative.
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The frst component of your précis should be a statement of the main issues or problems addressed by the text. Is the book primarily concerned
with a specifc group of people and their interlocked set of beliefs? With
their institutions and codes of behavior? With specifc events and their
repercussions? While all these elements may be present in the text, they
are not equally important. It is your job to discern which concerns are
pre-eminent and which are hierarchically subordinated to others — in
part by paying attention the author’s explicit cues, and in part by comparing them to the claims and evidence s/he presents.
Next, your précis should discuss the text’s logic or pattern of development. It may be helpful to study carefully the table of contents, as you
try to understand the narrative structure of the text. Here, for illustrative purposes, are two templates for sentences that discuss logical patterns: “By examining the sources of _________, the author shows the
consequences of ____________”; “In order to ____________, the text
shows the interrelationship between ________ and ____________ .” Typical verbs indicating such logic include compare, contrast, link causally,
cause, and follow from. In this part of the précis, you should illustrate
the author’s logical moves by summarizing key information from the text,
supplying page references wherever possible. Here, as you look over the
ethnography for evidence, you will fnd it useful to ask yourself what
categories of information are being supplied by the narrative and expository sections of the text. Possible categories of information might include
the following: characteristics of events, groups, or subgroups; stages in an
event or process; limitations, restrictions, or other constraints upon the
research process.
By following these steps, you will undoubtedly sharpen your skills at
culling important details and summarizing the most crucial aspects of
the text. You will also have found a direction for the third component of
your précis: critical analysis and interpretation. Here, you will draw out
the implications of the text (backed up by page references, as usual) and
advance your own assertions or questions about it. In setting up the narrative (or argument) in a specifc way, what has the author overlooked,
asserted, or brushed aside? What seems novel or conventional about the
inferences or arguments of the text?
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The Nebulous and the open-ended: Pitfalls of the
“Short Long” essay
Another type of assignment might be called the nebulous paper. As an
example of this, imagine that you are asked to write a paper of 5-10 pages
on some theme (say, the relationship between gender and globalization)
without being provided with a specifc question to answer or otherwise
given much guidance about how to approach the assignment. Alternatively, imagine an assignment that provides a question, but one that is
overly broad for a short long essay and in effect does little more than
suggest a topic or theme.

Sometimes instructors
provide a nebulous paper
prompt but in fact have
a specifc question or set
of questions in mind that
they would like students to
address in the essay.

Faced with such an assignment, the frst thing you should do is verify
that the assignment is indeed as open-ended as it appears to be. Sometimes instructors provide a nebulous paper prompt but in fact have a
specifc question or set of questions in mind that they would like students to address in the essay. It’s best to ask about this.
If the assignment is truly open-ended, the crucial thing to keep in mind
is that a topic is not a yet a question or problem that you can usefully
address in an essay. You cannot write a paper about gender and globalization, which is a huge and ill-defned area of inquiry; rather you need
to identify some specifc question or problem under the broad heading
of gender and globalization that can be tackled in your paper. In other
words, just because a paper assignment does not provide you with a specifc question to answer does not absolve you of the need to come up with
one. How then do you arrive at a problematic or question to address in
the paper?
A good place to start is often your instructor’s presentation of the material you are writing about, or issues that have come up during class
discussion. Often class discussions will gravitate toward ‘live’ or contested
issues, research problems, or scholarly debates that might form the basis
of a specifc paper problematic. The readings assigned for the relevant part
of the course might also suggest debates, contradictions, puzzles or tensions that could form the basis of a question. If you know the source texts
well but are still perplexed or annoyed by some aspect of them, often such
perplexity and annoyance points to some diffculty in the texts that might
be worth sorting out in a paper.
Even when the paper assignment is quite vague, your paper still needs
to take a specifc argumentative form. There are several broad argument
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types in anthropology that you might consider as you try to fgure out
an approach to a thematic or nebulous paper assignment. Common essay
types in anthropology include:

•

Intervening in a scholarly debate. Here you stake out an original
position in a scholarly debate by weighing the plausibility of various
other positions and making the case for one point of view or, even
better, formulating your own hybrid or novel position.

•

Testing a theory with evidence. You can take a theoretical framework
and test it by putting it to work on ethnographic or some other
sort of cultural evidence. The basic question for this sort of essay is:
Does the theory produce the insights that it is supposed to produce?
If not, how would the theory need to be revised in order to work
better?

•

A lens essay. The lens paper is a variation of the test-a-theory paper
in which you take a theoretical or interpretive framework (Goffman’s
notion of a ‘frame,’ say) and apply it to new material. The lens paper
differs from a test-a-theory paper in that the emphasis is less on
evaluating the theory (whether ‘frame’ is a useful analytical concept) than on interpreting the evidence in a new way.

•

Comparing theories, methodologies, texts, or approaches. In this sort
of essay you attempt to reveal non-obvious relationships between
theories, texts, etc. by comparing them along some relevant dimension. You might fnd for instance that although two texts advance
contradictory claims, they actually make similar underlying assumptions and are not so at odds as they might frst appear.

•

Questioning the assumptions of an argument or text. Any argument assumes some things to be true and not in need of defense or analysis.
You can identify the assumptions embraced by a particular argument
and scrutinize them. In doing so you can uncover non-obvious implications of an argument or text.

•

Recontextualizing a theory or claim. Anthropological writing often
draws on arguments made in one particular social context (say,
an argument about gift giving in Japan) and extends them to new
cultural material.
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There are, of course, many other types of arguments in anthropological
writing, although most will fall loosely into the categories adduced above.
The crucial thing to keep in mind is that the nebulous paper assignment
should not be treated as license to write a nebulous paper. Your paper still
needs to articulate a specifc question or problematic and a specifc, arguable thesis that addresses the question.

Taming the Term Paper Monster

The crucial thing to keep in
mind is that the nebulous
paper assignment should not
be treated as license to write
a nebulous paper.

Term papers in anthropology requiring original or independent research
may be (at the discretion of the professor) anywhere from 10 to a daunting
25 pages in length. In preparing to write such a paper, you will confront
several challenges: choosing a topic that satisfes the aims of the course
while refecting your own interests; delimiting the subject matter in order
to arrive at a manageable focus and motivation, building your knowledge
of the topic through research and analysis, and getting approval for your
topic and preliminary feedback on your ideas from advisors.
Choose a Topic
One way to go about choosing a topic is to start with something covered in
class. Was there an assigned reading that you found particularly intriguing? Did one of the sections of the syllabus touch on an issue you have
always wanted to learn more about? You can start with a text or texts
from the class and ask yourself what made them stand out for you. Was
it the writing style? The subject matter? An intellectual debate they were

Topic Development:

Use Course Materials as your Point of Departure
Perhaps the course introduced you to the study of kinship, covering not
only the mysterious terminology that anthropologists have developed to
distinguish patrilateral cross-cousin marriage from virilocal endogamy
but also the dilemmas and challenges of constructing kinship in nontraditional ways, such as within gay families. Perhaps, over the summer
you volunteered with an organization that coordinated transnational
adoptions. Could you write a paper that combines your personal interests
with some of the course teachings?
Another way to begin your quest for a topic is to look for something
that was not covered in class, starting from, say, materials that you have
encountered in your own reading or in other classes, or issues connected
with personal experience.
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contributing to? Once you have pinpointed your interests, you can start
to explore and defne them further through additional research. Although
you should eventually investigate many resources beyond the Internet,
you can start researching from your PC using online search engines such
as Google Scholar. Harvard library databases like Lexis Nexis and Proquest
are also helpful resources. Don’t neglect either scholarly literature in anthropology or information-rich mass media reports.
Another way to begin your quest for a topic is to look for something
that was not covered in class, starting from, say materials that you have
encountered in your won reading or in other classes, or issues connected
with personal experience.
Develop, Motivate, and focus Your Ideas
Once you have arrived at a promising topic, you are ready to start elaborating your ideas. At this early stage, it is important to make sure that the
project you set yourself is feasible as well as relevant.
Feasibility: To make a topic feasible you will need to have a ‘motivating
question’ (e.g., a thesis to prove or a question to answer) that can be

Topic Development:

Cast a Wide Net
Let’s say you come across several media articles on the growing demand
for fnancial services in various Asian countries, and your interest is
piqued. You do a scholarly search and you get too many hits; besides
none of them look very anthropological. So you decide to specify your
interest a bit more: are you going to look at the rise of mortgage brokerages? Investment advisors? No, it’s hard to see what the cultural angle
would be...You decide that life insurance might be a better prospect,
fguring that people new to the practice might have mixed feelings
about essentially making a bet with a company about how soon they
might die. Back to Google and Google Scholar. Promising results: you
fnd media stories about a life insurance ad campaign in India and about
the increasing tendency of Indonesian pilgrims going on Haj to take out
insurance policies. Google Scholar provides a number of references to
articles in business journals (which may or may not be helpful), as well
as a couple in of articles in anthropology journals. Bingo! You may have
found a viable topic.
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addressed within the space provided. For instance, what is feasible in
a 90-page senior thesis would be too much in a 7-page paper, and vice
versa. Usually, shorter the page limit, the more specifc your motivating
question will need to be. For instance, if you are interested in indigenous
land rights and human rights but you are only expected to write a 15-page
paper, you may want to choose a specifc court case through which you
can examine how a particular group asserted their rights to the land. If
you were to opt, instead, for a broad overview of indigenous land rights
movements worldwide, your 15-page paper might end up rather shallow.

usually, the shorter the page
limit, the more specifc your
motivating question will
need to be.

Relevance: In addition to any requirements or guidelines your course might
have, your topic will also need to fall squarely within the scope of anthropology. Because anthropology is such a broad feld, you will not fnd
yourself too constrained. Bear in mind, however, that not every question
that motivates you will be appropriate. If you are interested, for instance,
in writing about the Kennedy dynasty and their presence in the political
life of the United States for your 20-page seminar paper, you will need to
ensure that your motivating question falls within the purview of anthropology rather than, say, political science. If you were to ask something
along the lines of “how the Kennedy name affects a candidate’s likelihood
to be elected,” your question, though important, is unlikely to culminate
in an illuminating anthropological analysis. Instead, your question might
be something like this: “how are cultural and social capital transmitted
within the Kennedy’s dynastic kinship structure?”
Be prepared for the possibility that your focus and motivation may shift
during this phase of discovery as you learn more about your (still provisional) topic. Few scholars can execute a lengthy writing project without
hitting a dead end or going off on a wild goose chase but do consider taking one or more of the following steps to avoid veering too far off track:
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•

Conduct a Preliminary bibliographic search. Before you settle on
a topic, spend some time at the library. What if you found a very
interesting topic, but nobody else has ever written about it? Unless you are tackling a large, independent project, such as a senior
thesis, and you can count on a lot of expert help, it would probably
be best to stay clear of subjects about which there is no literature
available. A trip to the library or an online library search are important frst steps when assessing the feasibility of a topic.

•

seek advice. Your instructor and/or teaching fellow should be your
frst stop when seeking help regarding your paper.If you are trying

to learn more about a topic, though, it may also be worth it to you
to talk to someone who specializes in the topic you are researching.
We are fortunate to have prominent scholars walk the halls of our
department every day, and it is very likely that the authors of some
of the texts you are studying are faculty members. Why not go and
to talk to them directly about their research? Check the department
website (www.anthropology.fas.harvard.edu) for a list of all our
faculty members and graduate students, brief descriptions of their
research interests and publications. If you see someone whose life’s
work has been about the topic you picked for your paper, sign up for
offce hours or send a politely worded email to ask for an appointment or to pose a brief question.
Researching the Paper
Once you have found a topic, specifed a relevant ‘motivating question’,
and checked to make sure that it is feasible in the allotted number of
pages, you are ready to start your paper.
In most cases, unless the instructor has included a practicum component
in the course, you will not be conducting feldwork for your written assignments. However, many of the texts you will be assigned to read are
based on feld research, and should be able to evaluate the research methods, data, evidence, and arguments of each (see sections II and III of this
guide). Here are some additional strategies to consider:

•

Compile an annotated bibliography. In an annotated bibliography,
every entry is followed by a brief (2-3 sentence) description of the
work and its relationship to your research topic. Organize the entries
by sub-topics (e.g., “works about Brazil;” “works about Bolivia”),
and then alphabetically by author within each section. This will
help you to organize your material and to outline your paper.

•

Draft a Paper Proposal. In some courses with a long fnal paper, you
might be asked to submit a paper proposal by an earlier deadline;
even if it is not required, the exercise is well worth the time and
effort involved. The purpose of the proposal is to get you started on
your research and writing with plenty of time to spare for possible
changes, and to give you early feedback. Generally, a paper proposal should not be more than 2-3 double-spaced pages, and should
include the following: a paper title; a discussion of your topic,
motivating questions, and possible conclusions; and a list of works
you have consulted or are planning to consult. A paper abstract can
serve a similar purpose to a proposal in a shorter form (typically a

Be prepared for the
possibility that your
focus and motivation may
shift during this phase of
discovery.
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paragraph or 200-300 words).

•

Take advantage of any
opportunity to receive
early feedback.
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seek early feedback. Take advantage of any opportunity to receive
early feedback. If for some reason your topic does not work out as
you hoped, you want to make sure you have plenty of time to revise
it before the deadline. In some courses instructors will offer to read
early drafts or paper proposals (if you are unsure, just ask!). Some
seminars devote time to in-class paper workshops. Depending on
specifc course policies, you may be allowed to exchange help and
ideas with your classmates. Putting in the extra work ahead of time
to troubleshoot an outline or an early draft will help to ward off and
avoid any unpleasant surprises after the deadline.

Drafting and Revising
After you have fnalized your topic and conducted the necessary research,
you are ready to begin writing. Obviously, many of the characteristics of
a “good” paper are not specifc to anthropology. Having a coherent argument, supporting your claims with adequate evidence, and writing correctly and effectively are considered strengths in most disciplines. If you
need general help with your writing, The Harvard Writing Program offers
guidance and materials to help overcome common obstacles with organization, argumentation, or grammar.

Locating the Right Sources
Make sure to familiarize yourself with the resources available at Harvard
Libraries. Librarians are happy to schedule tours and training sessions to
help you learn about the library system and electronic resources. Tozzer
Library on Divinity Avenue is the offcial anthropology library at Harvard,
where you will fnd most of the ethnographies and anthropological journals
that you will need for your anthropology courses and a knowledgeable
staff to assist you.
One of the major challenges of bibliographic research is not only to fnd
sources but to discern appropriate sources. What if you decide to write
about the spread of HIV/Aids in South Africa among urban youth, and a
preliminary keyword search for your topic on a library database returns
over 1000 hits? Your challenge will be to discriminate among those results,
and fnd the most helpful and authorative ones. Here are some things to
consider when evaluating a source:

•

Is it Peer-Reviewed? Anything published in a peer-reviewed
anthropological journal is probably a good bet. If a source you found
is not peer-reviewed, you might want to check with your instructor
to determine if it is appropriate. Major peer-reviewed anthropology
journals include: American Anthropologist; American Ethnologist;
Public Culture; Anthropological Quarterly; Current Anthropology;
Cultural Anthropology.

•

Who Published It? If your source is a book, make sure that it is
published by an academic press (i.e., anything with a University
name, as well as independent academic presses, such as Routledge).
When in doubt, ask your instructor!

•

Glean Citations Wisely. Once you have found a good source, you can
look at its bibliography to fnd additional texts. Similarly, after you
have found a few good sources, you can compare their bibliographies
to look for overlaps. If you notice that a particular text seems to be
cited by everyone else writing on the same topic, then you should
probably get hold of that text too.

•

Use online Resources. JSTOR, Anthrosource, and Project Muse
can be accessed from the Harvard Libraries website. The webbased Google Scholar is also worth a try.
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Image from “A1600 Introduction to
Social Anthropology” – taught by J.
Lorand Matory, Fall 2008.
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IV. Working With Sources
and a Note on “Theory”
Unlike many writing handbooks, this brief guide has little to say on the
mechanics of using sources in your papers — matters like the formatting
of in-text citations and of bibliographies, the difference between summarizing and paraphrasing, and the importance of avoiding the kinds of
sloppy composition practices that can lead to unintentional plagiarism.
Those are important issues to be sure, but since they arise in scholarly
writing across the board, there are already many resources that address
them well. For this reason, here we’ll confne ourselves to discussing the
substantive use of sources: how to do things with them in your own writing. We’ll also describe some possibly distinctive ways in which anthropologists tend (and you too might try) to engage their sources.

When it comes to using
sources, attending to
function — what are they
sources of? — should take
precedence over tinkering
with form (or mechanics).

Like Gordon Harvey (whose essay entitled “Sources of What?” we have
liberally redacted here), we think that when it comes to using sources,
attending to function — what are they sources of? — should take precedence over tinkering with form (or mechanics). Harvey’s message to us as
writers is that “sources” do not have an autonomous existence as such;
rather, in choosing to use a text or person to some argumentative end, it
is we who make it a source of something, namely grist for our own rhetorical moves (see previous section). This has a liberating ring, but it may also
sound overwhelming. Fortunately, Harvey also offers writers several practical pointers, not least of which is his observation that there are really
only four possible kinds of answers to the question, “Sources of what?”

•

A source can function as a claim, opinion, or interpretation that
someone else has made of your topic;

•

A source can provide fact, information, or data — whether reported
frst-hand or gleaned and summarized from elsewhere;

•

A source can supply you with a general concept — whether something as small as a useful term or defnition or distinction, or something as large as a explanatory theory or predictive model; and
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•

A source can serve as a comparable instance of the thing you are
discussing.

Because the interplay of these source-functions in academic writing can
vary across disciplines — which, as we noted in the previous section, tend
to develop characteristic persuasive moves of their own — let’s consider an
example based on a paper that was submitted by Reihan Nadarajah (class
of ’11) for a course in linguistic anthropology. Choosing Malaysia’s language
in education policy as his subject, Reihan set out to explore discrepancies
between the policy’s intended and actual impacts. First, he drew on a number of studies and reports for facts and data about the policy. Framed in
1956 with the goal of unifying the multi-ethnic population of Malaysia, the
Education Act sought to promote a national identity based on the Malay
language while allowing non-Malay Chinese-and Tamil-speaking minorities
to preserve their language and culture. It did so by establishing Malay as
the sole medium of instruction in secondary schools, while permitting some
primary schools to adopt English, Chinese, or Tamil.
Having flled in this necessary background, Reihan then turned to a claim
advanced by other scholars, namely that Tamil primary schools today perform
poorly and are underfunded, trapping Tamil-minority children — some 60%
of whom attend these schools — in a cycle of educational and economic marginalization. He then introduced the concept of a “language market” — one
developed by anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu for analyzing the French state’s
use of language as a tool of social engineering — in order to frame additional
facts derived from another set of scholars. The preponderance of upwardly
mobile Tamils in Malaysia send their children to English-medium schools to
insure they can compete at the secondary level even at the cost of losing
some degree of cultural and linguistic competence. By deploying the concept
of the linguistic market, Reihan was able to uncover an additional layer of signifcance in these facts. Specifcally, he characterized the Education Act as an
unintended form of social engineering, one that generated class differences
and cultural separation within the Tamil community by motivating those with
means to invest, compete, and trade on linguistic competence. Citing work
on community-funded Chinese-language primary schools (which tend to be
highly competitive) as a comparable instance, Reihan was also able to arrive
at the insight that Malaysian Chinese and Tamils have come to occupy highly
distinct positions within the language market created by the Education Act.
Harvey’s notion that the very existence of a source is contingent (upon
how we use it) rather than autonomous has other important consequences
— such as the fact that the same source can serve a different function
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in another paper. We would only add that the same source can also play
multiple functions within the same paper. In his paper on language policy,
for instance, Reihan drew upon Pierre Bourdieu’s work in not one but
two ways. In the frst, he mined the concept of the language market
(as we saw above) for his own use in the Malaysian case. In the second,
he drew on Bourdieu’s account of standardization in France as a comparable instance of language-based social engineering. Given the diversity
of source-functions assigned to Bourdieu’s text, it is worth noting that the
stance of Reihan’s paper towards this source was correspondingly complex.
In effect, Reihan accepted the concept but not the comparable instance,
observing that that the dynamics of the French case — in which diverse
dialects were subordinated to standard French — were quite different
than those which emerged in Malaysia, where one language was elevated
above several others into a national standard. Introducing new data from
scholars, Reihan noted that in contrast to the stigmatization of regional
and local dialects in France, poorer minority Tamils in Malaysia remain
deeply attached to their language; indeed, their sense of self-worth as
Tamils often enables them to withstand and resist Malay hegemony.
Stepping back now a bit, the third lesson we can draw from Harvey is that
is that the kind of thing a source provides is only part of how it functions.
The other part is the writers’ disposition towards it. Does he affrm, accept,
or assimilate it? Does he reject, challenge, or differentiate it? Or does he
qualify it — accepting it with a refnement, adjustment, or tweak? One
characteristic found in Reihan’s essay and other successful ones is that
each time a source is marshaled as fact, claim, concept, or instance, it is
inscribed with a clear stance of affrmation, refusal, or qualifcation.

The kind of thing a source
provides is only part of how
it functions. The other part
is the writers’ disposition
towards it.

Finally, this is perhaps as good a place as any to touch upon the matter
of “theory” and its use in anthropological writing. In anthropology, the
mystique of “theory” — resting as it does on perceived diffculty, foreignness, and profundity — is striking. It also lends itself to caricature:
theorists, one can predict fairly successfully, belong to distant disciplines
(like philosophy), national traditions (France), and decades (the 1980s).
We often hear students chit-chat about taking a “theory class”, “applying” theory, dreading “theory” or even having a roommate who is “such
a theory head.” What is genuine and what is spurious in these constructions? More importantly — since “theory” seems to be part and parcel of
the discipline of anthropology — how is one to deal with it?
For those who are turned off rather than on by the aura of a “theory” text,
it may be useful to remember that your job is to treat it like any other
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source (that is, to ask how can it be exploit it for the moves that you
want to make). You may also need to set aside your notions of how theory
works in the natural sciences — where it is often used to generate explanatory or predictive models — since anthropologists tend to use theory
more like their colleagues in the humanities: as an interpretive lens to be
borrowed from one context and adapted to another for the purpose of illuminating it. The devil is always in the details, and these maneuvers call for
sensitivity to similarity and difference, to what fts and what doesn’t, to
opportunities for carving out a complex stance. Notice, for instance, that
in the paper discussed above, Reihan set aside Bourdieu’s account of language reform in French as being inapplicable to the Malaysian situation.
At the same time, he accepted Bourdieu’s notion concept of the “language
market” and extended it to his topic with illuminating results.

In anthropology, the
mystique of “theory”
— resting as it does
on perceived diffculty,
foreignness, and profundity
— is striking.
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In the end, it helps to remember that in anthropology, theory rarely helps
to “prove” or “disprove” anything. (In fact, a theory itself may be proved
“wrong” and remain enormously useful — an example of this being Max
Weber’s effort to explain the emergence of capitalism in the West as an
effect of Protestant asceticism). Rather, theory is most valuable when it
offers a way of seeing facts in a new light — but one can usually choose
some aspects of the view while declining others.

Nota Bene
•

Citations. Although most instructors insist only that
you use a single citation style consistently (MLA, APA,
etc.), anthropology publications generally use American
Anthropologist style and we recommend using AA style.
(You can download a copy of the American Anthropological
Association Style Guide at this URL: aaanet.org/pubs/style_
guide.htm) For specifc advice on using and citing sources
in a paper, see Gordon Harvey’s Writing with Sources, which
is available on the Expository Writing Program’s website. For
advice on using internet sources effectively and responsibly,
see the Expository Writing Program’s booklet Writing with
Internet Sources, also available on the program’s website.

•

bibliographic software. You should consider using
bibliographic software such as Endnote or Refworks to
compile a database of sources you use in your papers. These
programs allow you to accumulate a catalog of the sources
you have used in your anthropology courses, and to cite
such sources accurately and with ease.

•

Plagiarism. Plagiarism refers to the failure to properly
acknowledge the sources of your ideas in writing. It is a
serious breach of academic integrity, the penalties for which
can include failing the course or suspension.
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Image from “Anthropology
1630 Other People’s Beliefs The
Anthropology Of Religion” taught
by Smita Lahiri, Fall 2008.
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V. An Annotated Paper
To illustrate writing strategies that you can practice in your own essays,
we provide here a copiously marked up example of a successful essay
that was submitted for a course taught by Smita Lahiri. The assignment
was a fairly nebulous one: to “address on or more key respects in which
classic practices of ethnogrpahy have been critically scrutinized and
reoriented since the 1980’s.” James Herron did the annotations.
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Voices, Loud Voices :
A Comparison of Ethnog raph ical Treatments of Verbatim Acco unts from
Informants
[l] When anybo dy, whether they are a layperso n or ethno grapher,
enters a strange culture and wants to get a fee l for it, they have three main
ways to go about doing this. One is to simply observe what is go ing on, one

Comment : MOT IV E AN D
COMPARATIVE FRAME - In the opening
passage the wri ter accomp lishes two crucia l
moves . First. she establ ishes the importance of
her to pic: ethnographic researc h. whatever
else it migh t in vo lve. always reli es on

conversations with informants. So how an

is to join in what is goi ng on, and one is to talk with members of the gro up

ethnog rapher presents the vo ices of his o r her

informants will be an important element in any
ethn ographic text.

about what is going on. Beca use the action s and interactions of a new gro up
can be difficult to understand, the third way of learning about a culture talking about it with people who understand it - is especially usefu l. Fo r this
reason, whether it appears in ethnographies or not, conversations with
inform ants are an import ant part of fieldwork ; the voices of these people, the

Anthro po logica l essays (and real ly any
academic essay) need to make a caseto the
reader that the to pic. theme. or problem under
consi deratio n in the essay is some how
interes ting or importa nt. One ca nnot
necess aril y expec t the reade r to glean this
impo rtance or interes t without so me guidance .
Co nstructing ·1he mo tive· o f 1he essay in thi s
way usually take s p lace within the first few
paragraphs.
Seco nd. the writer esta blishes a co mm on
gro und or axis of compa rison for the two tex ts
she will co ntrast in the essay. a neces sa ry
move for any co mp arat ive essay.

very words they say, cons titut e a significa nt portion of the base of
observa tions upon which ethnographies are constructed.

hough most, if not

all, ethnograp hies have this in commo n, there is considerabl e var iability in
bow these voices are used and presented (or not presented) amon gst
ethno grap hic works. This essay will focus on Margaret Mead 's Coming of

Age in Samoa (1928) and Laura Ring's Zenana (2006). It will explore the
presence of inform ant voices in the two texts, and atte mpt to explain the
different prioritie s of ethnogra phic construction and effect that are implicit in
the choices eac h ethnograp her makes by situating the two works in their
histor ical context within the field of anthropolo gy.
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Comment: I NITI AL PUZZ LE OR
PROBL EMATIC - Here the writer
introduce s the basic problem o r p1c:le that wil l
be addressed in the essay. a prob lem that w ill
be sketched ou t more fu lly as the argume nt
unfo lds. The puzz le. in thi s case . is that while
all et hnog raphi es rely o n the ve rba l tes tim onies
of info rman ts. they can diffe r marke dly (as
they do in the present instance) with res pect to
the extent such infor mant · voices· arc pres ent
w ithin the ethnog raphic narr ative. Th e paper
w ill see k to account for such differences in the
texts of Mead and Ring.
Comment : THE SIS OR META-THESIS
- I (ere we have the prim ary cla im or thesis of
the essay . although it's not a spec ific claim at
all but a meta-thesis. Th at is. the writer
indicates the kind of argument or exp lanat ion
she will advance (t hat the difference s be twee n
the two tex ts ca n be acco unted for by
..situatin g the two wo rks in the ir historica l
co ntext w ithin the fie ld of anthropo logy"').
Whe n ca n or sho uld a writer use a rncta -tl1csis
in place ofa thes is? Genera lly spea king a
meta-the sis is used whe n (I) the actual clai m is
complex or mult id imen sional such that it
can not be easily render ed in a few se ntences ;
(2) the specific cla im or cla ims wo n·, really be
intelligible unt il ce rtain back grou nd
informati o n is in p lace (theo retical co ncep ts.
facts . ot her info rmation). In such instanc es the
meta -thesi s often stand s in for a spec ific claim .

2] In Coming of Age in Samoa, the rarity of direct quot es from
Mead's informan ts is striking. Instead, the ethnographe r paraphrases the life
stories told by the girls she interviews; in lieu of her young fema le
info1mants' exac t words, Mead gives her interpretation of them . ~n the chapter
"E xperience of the Average Girl, " reade rs today might expect to find an
abundance of quote s from the girls in the village speakin g of their
exper iences. Rather, the chapter is full of Mead's summari es of these
exper iences: "To lu . .. was a little weary afte r three years of casual adventures
and professed herse lf wi lling to marry" ( 151), "[Lotu] reco nciled her church

Comment: FURTHER MOT IVAT IO N These passages . by highli ght ing a surpr ising
featur e of Mcad·s text. further estab lish the
interest o f the proble m to be ex plore d by the
paper.

membership and her dev iation from chastity by the tranquil reflection that she
would have married had it been possible, and her sin rested lightly upon her"

( 154), and many more such sentences . These rephrasings might be an acc urate
interpretation of the girls' words , but they are not snapshots of what the gir ls
actually said about their expe riences .
[3] Though there are perhaps a doze n instances in which Mead backs
up a statement about Samoa n culture with the words of a spec ific Samoan

Comment : PA RAG RA PH 2:
OBSERVATIONS A BOUT THE T EXT
PRESENTE D WITH LITTL E
INTE PRETA TtON - Thi s may seem like a
rather uneventfu l parag raph. but in fact it
accom pl ishes something basic and importa nt.

Oy prese nting a straigh tforwa rd descr iption or
Mead' s renderin g o f informant testi mony

native, most of these quotes come from men - not the girls who are the focus
of her study and the book. If Mead were male , we might attr ibute this gender
imbalance in the direct quotations she chooses to use to the difficulty or
awkwa rdness inherent in inter-gender conversa tions betwee n the
ethnograp her and his subjec ts. However, Mead states that she chose to focus

along w ith a few we ll-chosen quo tes that
illustra te thi s rendering. the writer gro und s he r
initi al charac ter ization of Mead' s ethnogra phy
in spec ific tex tual evi dence. Not ice how the
writer docs no t yet try to imerpret or make
se nseo fMcad· s text at this point. Such
interpretive restraint is importa nt as we ll. s ince
the reader nee ds to have an independem sense
of wha t the writer w ill analyze before the
writer beg ins her ana lysis . Thi s separmion of
descr iption and interpretation (however
format) gives the reader a bette r ca pac ity to
arri ve at his or her own read ing of the
evidence. a readi ng w hich may or may not
alig n wit h that of the writer.

on fema le adolescents for the reaso n that she "co uld hope for greater intimacy
in working with girls rather than with boys" . A more likely explanation for
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lack of quotalions from drn girls, hos. Ii cs form th support for M(?nd·s
.ari,:,ume:
iu about adok c n ·e:is 1hat, c n c iousl or un onsciou ly, th(?
eth 11
0 2rnplwr ha decided l withhold thtim f'rom her fini ·hed product de ·pi lti
h

in._.be n privy to many ,q uotable n mi.rive_ fr-oin th e g irl_ in her tudy

group.
[4]

d

ead does include manv exact phra e that are u d often to

rib the Iive

oradole

~ent gi ls in the v illa0

laf/Ui "pre: u11i1gab ve 1t

amples are r,;utal"

age) and L 11
1/ri a 'u (I nm b( 1 yom\g), botl of

,,.,hi h phrt - ·~ appea r many ti.·

lo i l'lclude llw San1oim wor
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:lS

throu gh ut th t ·xi. Th

arc t ad take

w II a th 1· nglis in the · in tanc s

suggest thail h has done nough rese-ar-chto includ specific. co11cJ1 -le
piec

f \rerbal e id _n e to a11grn
e11
t her more g n ral de cript ion in ·culture,

and a:Lo that J 1e de m_ li.ngui. 1i a curacy h11r ortan1 to 1heval u of her
clhno mph . How v r, these words ar-c seldom dirccll s.ttributC'dw an_
sp cifi m mbcr o chc illagc. Inst ad, Mead auribute 1h mm · anmans in
g,i.:111
.:.rnl: "11 · amoon \\ould say 'X "'. or ' !l.1 ·y sa •

Rdm,; tarn;c [o link

i.nd ividu a ls to th eir words i a l so aprarc-n t in th· ir t appen d i · where- N ad
presen t " ]it r I tran. Iaitions from d i. ta.t d text ., of ado Iesc nt ni rls'

d criplio 1sof their hou hold m mbers -- th onl promiue lt in lusion of
word

po en ti ese girl . It is not

paraphra ing, but ii is 11 t .at all pe'. naJ.

The na1t s oflhe gi l - ~- h glve llle de"criptlon a
impos. ibl to pla

d • ripli ns within lh

omil!ed, maklng iL

ont . t of an.

ne girl

p~rsonalit. nd life tory . The adolc c nt girl arc ircatcd a so of
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omoge nously mixed soup of informants for th is portion of the appendix the desc riptions could come from any or all of them. Though the wo rk
identifies many of the girls in the gro up by name and tells each girl 's story
connecte d with her name, the lack of a vo ice attribut ed to any of them means
that these "c harac ters" are not very we ll deve loped.
[5] One of the most dramatic ways in which Rin g ' s Zenana differs
fro m Coming of Age in Samoa is its high co ntent of dir ect quotations fro m
Ring' s neighbors and informants. In chroni cling the experiences of wome n in

Comment : PA RAG RA PHS 3 & 4: MOR E
FINE G RA INE D O BSERVA TIO NS
A BO UT T H E TE XT CO UPL ED WITH
INTE RPR ETA TI VE C LA RIFI CATIO NS
- In these parag rap hs the writer cont inues 10
refi ne the init ial observa tions presented in
paragrap h 2 that Mead· s text is main ly berert
of di rect q uotatio n from specific in formants.
In pani cu lar. in thes e passages the wr iter
wor ks to show tha t appa rent instance s of direc t

quo tation arc in fact generic -

her apartment buil ding, Rin g ofte n trans lates her informants' stories of past
eve nts and their emo tional divulgements and prov ides them, verbatim, within

not linked to

any par ticular indi vid ua l - and the refo re
consonant with the write r·s basic
characteriza tion of Mcad ·s tex t. As wit h
paragrap h 2. in para graph s 3 and 4 the wr iter
abstains fro m offe rin g a broad exp lanation of
such patterns. lim iti ng hersel f primari ly to
observat ion.

the text. Aliya ' s reco unting of an expe rience with an Eve-teaser ( 111) and
Ruh i' s confess ion of ambiva lence towa rd her father-in-l aw (84) are inc luded
as blocks with d iffere nt spac ing and font from Ri ng 's discussion of the lives
of the wo men in her buildin g. He re, in co ntrast w ith Mead' s treat ment of her
subjects' wo rds as impli cit within her own ethnographic descripti on, the
blocked transcriptions of Ring ' s neighbors' narrat ives are made to stand out
fro m Rin g ' s co mmentary . Ind eed, ver batim quotations have such centra l
importa nce to Rin g ' s style of ethn ogra phy that they inform the general
structur e of the book . Zubaida' s choice of the word "tension" (6 1) prompt s
an entire chapter titl ed "Tension" that disc usses both the cho ice of Kerachi
women to use the English wo rd and the many way s in which the co ncept of
tens ion applies to the ir soc ial and politica l lives. Rin g seems so conce rned
with prov iding readers with exact ly how her informants ve rbally descr ibed
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lives that she includ es Urdu words in parentheses next to English words
when there seems to be a chance that somethin g wi ll be lost in translation.
She also somet imes provides the Urdu whe n this linguistic problem doesn' t
seem to ex ist; for exampl e, rishtedar does not have much spec ial connotation
other than its translation , "relat ives" ( 17). Though this hype rfrequent
inclusion of Urdu words might partia lly reflect an atte mpt to prove a strong
gras p on the language of Rin g's subjects, it could also be anot her exampl e of
the impor tance Ring places on capturin g the exact way in which subjects
verbally represent their own lives.
[6] It is rare that Ring presents any claim w ithout supporting it wit h a

Comment : PA RGRA PH 5:
OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE TEXT
PRESENTED WIT H LITfLE
INTEP RETAT IO N - Thi s paragrap h
follows precisely the same patt ern as paragraph

direct quote attached to a spec ific person. This strategy runs near ly opposite
to Mead 's pervasive tendency to attr ibute the few includ ed exac t inform ant
quotes to the popu lation of the village (or of Samoa) in general, rather than to

2. first offe ring a gene ral obse rvation about
Ring ·s text (that it conta ins a great dea l o f
verbatim quotations from inro rmants) and then
substalll iating thi s observation w ith textua l
evide nce and detail ed obse rvation . Th e
argumentative function is likew ise simil ar to
that of pa ragraph s 2-4: to establish the
evidential basis for the broader contrast and
int erpr e tat ion the write r w ill introd uce later in

the essay.

an individual. The result is that spec ific, name d neighbors and their voices
appear throughout Ring 's ethnogra phy as ev idence whenever Rin g makes a
new poin t. Readers learn to recognize these voices; the characte rs that
popul ate the soc iety being studied are well-deve loped. This emph as izes the
diff erences in their expe riences and persona lities; thu s, even thou gh these
wo men inhabit the same phys ica l space and, to an exte nt, the same socia l
world , the ethnography frames their lives in a quite individ ualized way.
[7] [These contrasti ng cho ices regarding the inclusion of verbati m
quotes from informants lead to a different effect from eac h of the two works .
Wh ile it offers ev idence for this interpretat ion in the form of statements about
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Comment: SIGNPOSTI NG A SHI FT IN
ANA LYTI CA L FO CUS - Noti ce how the
writer clear ly signa ls a shift in ana lytical focus
from the way informant voices are represe nted
textually (paragrap hs 2·6) to a consi dera tion o f
the "effec ts.. or such presen tation in paragrap h
7. Th is sort of signpo sting he lps readers better
track the stages thro ugh which the argu ment
unfo lds.
Comment : INITI A L COM PA RAT IVE
MOVE - Here the essay beg ins exp licitly 10
sketch out an initial. rough se nse of the
contrast betwee n the two ethnograp hies with
respect to how they rep rese nt ofinfonna nt
·voices : But note that the co ntrast is still
basically descri ptive here. althou gh the leve l o f
abstract ion has mov ed up a notch o r two and
the wri ter begins to hint at an overall
charac terization of the differences betwee n the
two tex ts.

cultur e that have presumably been glea ned from the notes the
ethnogra pher took in the fie ld, Coming of Ag e in Samoa does not prov ide
detailed descri ptions of individual observations or (more importantly to the
foc us of this paper) of part icu lar conversat ions with familiar informa nts.
Instead of prese nting concrete sna pshots of Samoan life in the form of
anecdotes and verbat im quotat ions along with its claims, ~ea d's work offe rs
readers a tra ined ethnogra pher's interpretat ion of a fore ign culture. On the
other hand, Ring makes readers privy to exac tly which information from her
fie ldwo rk suggeste d the claims about culture that she makes in Zenana . The
liberal quot ing of informants in the work contributes to an ethnographi c sty le
that emphasizes that the ethnograp her's pr ese ntation of life in her Kerachi
apa rtment buildin g is based on specific expe riences; these are presente d to
readers as anecdotes complete with dialogue and as verbatim transcriptio ns of
certain conversations in which a partic ular informant whose perso nality is
known to the reade r said something specific . ~ea d acts as a medium for
Sam oan culture, using her tra ining and talents as an ethnogra pher to trans late
what her informan ts tell her into summ aries and impress ions of the lives of

Comment : A F IR ST AP PR OX IM AT ION
01' T H E CONT RAST , R ENDE RD
CONCRETELY - These passages con tain a
first approx imali on o ft he basic co ntrast thal
the writer wi ll deve lop in the rema ind er o f the

essay -

rvlead's --,rained ethnographer"s

interpretation·· verus Ring·s ..presen tation or
her life based on speci fic ex per iences : · T he
writer will develo p this basic contrast mo re
abstract ly and gene rally at the end o f the
paragrap h. Here it appea rs in a form that "s
clearly de rives direc tly from the observat ions
add uced in paragrap hs 2-6.
Thi s gradual. inductive building from spec ific
textual observat ions to more genera l
observa tions to an interpretative contrast is one
of the things that makes the essay persuas ive.

adolescent girls in Samoa for the readers back at home; in contrast, Ring
gives her ethnographer ' s sense of the culture she studi es, but also brings
readers directly into the world of the ethnography by rep roducing the
observations and introducing the informants that lead her to her claims in
concrete detail.

Comment : T H E BAS IC CONT RAST IN
MO R E GENE RAL FO RM - 1lere the bas ic
contrast is aga in stated in ye t more ge neral and
sy no ptic form. A ll of the evidenc e prese nted
in paragrap hs 2-7 leads up to this contrast.
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What is the explanation for the difference in the use of the word s of
informants in the se two ethnographies?

One might argue that each

ethnographer jud ges whether to use dialo gue based on how its inclu sion will
support her specific argument. According to this explanation , Mead choo ses

Comment: EVE RYTHI NG BEFO RE
PARAGRAPH 8: DEVELO PM E T OF
THE PROBL EM - The entir e essay prior to
paragra ph 8 may be viewed as the care ful
deve lopment of the analytica l que st ion posed
in the first sentence of paragra ph 8: the (to this
poinl) unexplai ned difference be twee n Meact·s
and Ring·s represe ntation of info rmant

·voices
Note the pain staki ng and de libera te way in
whi ch the w riter develops the prob lem ove r

to exclude po1trayal s of her speaking informant s so as to avoid empha sizing

severa l paragra phs: this is typ ica l of
anthro po log ica l writing. in which a nalytical

their individual personaliti es, which might weaken her claim that Samoan

must be develope d in dialogue w ith empirical
and theo retica l source s.

prob lems do not simp ly present themselves but

cu lture is homogeneous (206) and thu s causes less ado lescent conflict; Rin g
includ es these portra ya ls precise ly beca use the highlight the diverse persona s
of the women in the apartm ent buildin g who create peace despite their
differe nces. !However, Mead does admit that desp ite the apparent
homo geneity of life among her inform ants, " in temperame nt in character they
varied enormou sly" (139); this sugges ts that Mead 's reluctance to use direct
quotation s is not a mere factor of her specific argument. Instead, it seems to
indicate that certain \·estrictive conventions surround ed the use of informant
voices in Mead's day, while Rin g' s work see ms wholly free from these

Comment : RESTATEME T OF THE
ANALYT ICAL PROBLEM OR
QUESTION - By restating the basic
ana lytica l prob lem here the writer ( I) rem inds
the reader what lhe problem is (be st to ass ume
a fairly inattentive reader) and (2) clea rly
marks a shifl from the large ly observat ional
first stage of the argu men t to the largely
exp lanato ry second stage of the arg umen t.
Comment : INTROD CTIO N OF AN
OBVIO S CO UNTERARG UMEN T - By
introd uc ing a co unterargu ment her e. the writer
( I) antic ipates a sal ient objection or a lternati ve
to her ow n exp lanation o f the co ntrast and (2)
introd uces tension into her argu ment by
showi ng that he r pos itio n is potent ia lly
con tent ious.
Comment : CO UNT ER TO TH E
CO UNT ERA RG MENT - Thi s passage
makes quick wo rk of the counterarg um ent 
one expec ts rath e r too quick wo rk. Ir a
counterarg um ent is wo rth introduc ing. it
should probabl y not be possib le to dispe nse
with it so eas ily.

conventions and even to oppose them.
[9] Some of the early prefere nce toward generalize d, par aphra sed
renderings of information over verbatim quot es m ay have to do with the old
distinct ion between ethnolo gists and ethno gra phers. Co llecting direct quot es
and other observations was the duty of ethnograph ers, whose work was not as
appr eciated as that of the ethnolo gists who would then take this data and
extract claims from it, bring ing scie ntific va lidity to the stud y throu gh the
anthropologica l aut hority that stemmed from their training. The concern of
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Comment : FORSHADOW ING THE
TYPE OF EXP LA A TIO N TO BE
PROPOSED- By sing ling out ·restrictive
conve nt ions· here . the write r fores hadows the
kind o f exp lanation she will be o ne.ring for the
di fferences betwee n Mead a nd Ring. This is
he lp ful. since it a llows the reader to focus his
or her atten tion on the differen t conventions o f
ethnographic wri ting a nd research under wh ich
Mead and Ring labor ed.
Comment: Ii EDGI NG - 1ledgingof this
so rt is appropr iate when making spec ulative
cla ims, as the write r does here.

l

was to let readers know what constituted life for a give n
community , not for just a few people - an ethnogra pher would be capable of
doing the latter through simple interview. Though Mead ' s mentor, [Franz
Boas , was one of the first anthropologists to bring these two branches of
anthropological work together , it is notable that in the excerpt we read from
his work A Year Among the Eskimo the voices of his individual informants are
never direct ly quoted during their interactions with him ; only folklore like the
story ofSedna (50) or ofQuadjaqdjuq

(53), which are attributable to the

Eskimo culture as a whole and thus allow Boas to present a statement in
quotation form that represent the whole gro up, not ju st individual part s of it.
The premium placed on gleanin g and providing representation of a
community as a whole might have still influenced Mead in the late 1920's;

Comment : CORRO BOR ATING
EVIDENCE - Introducing corroborat ing
evide nce here - that the same pattern of not
quoting individual informants is evident in
Boas·s work- is crucial to rendering the
basic explanation more persuasive. I f Mea d' s

practice is explained by · restrictive
conventions.· such conventions wo uld have

this , combined with her se lf-acknowled ged worry that her sample size was

applied to Mcad"scontemporaries as well.
such as Boas.

too small to make genera lizatio ns abo ut Samoan culture , might have made her
fear that includin g direct quote s from her informant s would make her first
ethnography see m inexpert and second-rate.

[IO] Nowadays, virtually all anthropologists do their own fieldwork ,
and the distinction between ethnology and ethnography has vanished , taking
with it the implications of an imbalance between the skill requir ed to do
fie ldwork and that required to make conclusions from it. Indeed , Rin g, a
mod em-day ethnographer , see ms to take pride in liberall y publi shing the
informant quotations glea ned durin g her fieldwork ; her ability to gai n the
confidence of her informant s boosts her professional authority in some ways ,
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eca use the ability to do comprehensive and subtle fie ldwork is now
considered va luable. In wr iting Zenana, Ring was [Probably also less
concerne d than Mea d about convey ing a sense of cultura l omn iscience

Comment : A PPRO PRI ATE I-I EDG ING
- More ap propr iate hedg ing here . Since the
writer is spec ulating about Ring·s ·conc erns·
as a write r. it"s appropr iate to signa l the
spec ulative nature of such remarks.

thro ugh prov iding a genera lized picnire of culture in her apartment bu ilding
that wo uld inclu de eac h of her info rmants - thus, she is comforta ble with the
development of uniqu e, diverse characters that comes alone with allow ing the
voices of part icular informants to return thro ugho ut her work. This is allowe d
to happen beca use the mission of ethnogra phies has large ly shifted away fro m
the creation of an acc urate, full, genera lized portra it of life in a communi ty
toward giving one or severa l perspec tives on the cultur e being stud ied and
foc using on what that per spective ca n bring to the intellect ual disco urse . This

Comment:

REFERENC E -A

reference

or

change may have bee n pr ec ipitated by inte llectuals' rea lization that, since

for these broach characterization s
shift s in
ethn og raphic practice wo uld be apt here.

cultu re in America and other home countr ies was increasi ng ly and
sign ifica ntly multi cultu ral eve n w ithin a give n place , cultur es elsew here we re
probably much more comp licate d tha n earl ier anthro pology had given them
credit for when maki ng its claims on them .
[11] rrhis argument can be take n a bit further to conclude the
expl oration of the diffe rences betwee n Me ad 's and Rin g' s use of informant
vo ices . One might reasonably assume tha t w ith anthr opologists' realization
that thei r abili ty to verify their genera lizing statements regarding culture was
limit ed came a rev isit of the legitim acy of anth ropological aut hority. Mead's
wo rk see ms to rest strongly on two assumpti ons common in early 20th century
ethn ogra phi es ; that as an outs ider, she is better qualified than the natives she
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Image from “Anthropology 1612:
Politics of Leisure and Recreation”–
taught by Katrina Moore in Spring
2009.
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VI. other Writing Support Resources
Resources on Campus
Harvard University Writing Center
Pre-scheduled conferences with trained peer tutors are offered Monday through Friday during the
day; drop-in hours are offered from 7 to 9 PM Monday through Thursday at the Barker Center,
and on Sunday evenings during the academic year from 7 to 9 PM in Room 209 at Hilles Library.
(During the week, you need to arrive no later than 8 PM to guarantee a slot.) You are also welcome
to drop in during the day, and, if one of the tutors is free, he or she will gladly meet with you at
that time.
www.fas.harvard.edu/~wricntr | Barker Center 019 | t: 617-495-1655
bureau of study Counsel
The Bureau of Study Counsel offers students help with some common academic problems. There
are workshops available about reading, writing, procrastinating, time management, and other
academic issues. The Bureau also offers individual counseling, both academic and personal, as well
as peer tutoring, and other services.
www.fas.harvard.edu/~bsc | t: 617-495-2581
House Tutors in academic Writing
Several undergraduate houses have resident or non-resident writing tutors (Expos preceptors) who
hold regular drop-in hours to tutor students on their writing. Contact your house’s Allston-Burr
Resident Dean for further information.
lamont library
www.hcl.harvard.edu/lamont/resources/links/citation.html

online Writing Guides
Writing with sources
www.fas.harvard.edu/~expos/sources/writing_with_sources.zip
Writing with Internet sources
www.fas.harvard.edu/~expos/sources/writing_with_internet_sources.pdf
Making the Most of College Writing
www.fas.harvard.edu/~expos/EWP_guide.web.pdf
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